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was due very largely to one of the most important phenomena
of the Revolution, the complete extinction of all kinds of
intermediate groups between the individual and the State.
The French Revolution killed local patriotism. Before the
Revolution the Breton, the Provencal, the Norman all had their
local institutions. Brittany, Provence and Normandy were
extinguished by the Revolution ; for their local divisions were
substituted uniform administrative areas, controlled from Paris.
There was nothing to distinguish one region from another.
All local initiative disappeared. Everybody became locally
uprooted in order to find his sole existence in the life of France
as a whole. If you take from a man all conception of local
patriotism, if you make his life in a local group difficult, if you
have made his life in a Church difficult, if you have made his
life in a professional association difficult, if you make it difficult
for him to join with anybody else for any purpose, then the
only group he can find himself in is the State, and it is the only
form in which he can express himself. A great deal of the
nationalism of the nineteenth century is a form of a huge
collective egotism: " My country is great because I belong
to it." The destruction of all intermediate groups throws the
individual back on the State if he feels, as most men do, the
need of something bigger than himself in which he can lose
himself.
* Closely connected with that is the way in which the mania
of the so-called natural frontiers was allowed to dominate
political thought. Ever since the Revolution, even before,
though not as violently, the idea put before the minds of
Frenchmen was that France is not only a national unit, but a
natural geographical unit, bounded by the Pyrenees, the sea
and the Rhine. But this last frontier has to be recovered, and
it is not too much to say that France is haunted in the nine-
teenth century by the dream of the Rhine. Even Hugo, Quinet
and Michelet, ardent internationalists and democrats as they
were, were absolutely fascinated by the Rhine. Alongside of the
haunting of the natural frontiers we have hatred of England,
also found intensely in Hugo and Michelet, surviving up to
the beginning of the twentieth century. It is in many ways a
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